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Abstract— Nowadays, studies have been conducted on hu-
manoid robots with human mimetic structures. However, in
the field of recognition, there is still much difference between
humans and ordinary humanoid robots. For example, humans
have movable eyes and use the degrees of freedom (DOF) of
eyes in several ways: extension of the field of view, immediate
changing of sight direction, focusing on objects to observe
thoroughly. This DOF enables humans to adjust input images
by aiming the direction of sight to desired objects, even when
the body movement is limited. On the other hand, ordinary
humanoid robots tend to have the cameras fixed to the head.
Therefore, the humanoid has to move the head as a whole in
order to change the sight direction of the camera.

In this study, we developed both a movable binocular high-
resolution eye-camera unit, which is small enough to be installed
in the humanoid head, and a system to change input images
according to the environment.

The developed unit contains cameras, actuators, and motor
control boards, being a stand-alone unit that enables the use of
the movable eye. A small high-resolution auto-focus camera
is used for this eye-camera unit. The developed system is
used to adjust the images to the environment, controlling the
recognition area by changing the direction of sight, size of input
images and resolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, a study has been conducted on the humanoid
which has the human mimetic structure. Those humanoids
are made for studying on the advantages of specific human
body design or sensor mechanism. As preceding study,
musculoskeltal humanoid “Kengoro” [1] has the tendon-
driven human mimetic skeleton body and the force sense.
However, in the field of recognition, there is the difference
between human and an ordinary humanoid robot. For exam-
ple, humans have movable eyes and use degrees of freedom
of eyes in several ways: extension of the field of view,
immediate changing of sight direction, fixation of objects
to observe thoroughly. This DOF enables human to adjust
input images by aiming the direction of sight to object even
under a condition that the body movement is limited by some
actions such as driving.

However, cameras of the ordinary humanoid, whose func-
tions are similar to that of human, are fixed to the head. The
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Fig. 1: Newly developed eye-camera unit.

humanoid has to move the head to change the sight direction
of the camera.

There are plenty proceeding studies on robots with mov-
able eyes. Some examples are the Child sized robot with
gear driven movable eye [2]; emotion expressing robot to
change sight direction and facial expression [3]; upper body
robot which has a tendon-driven single camera [4]; robot
with binocular eyes which are equipped with two digital
color cameras (wide and narrow-angle) [5]; and movable
binocular camera robot for researching on neural learning
of embodied interaction dynamics of the human eye [6].

However, there seems to be no life-sized humanoid robot
with movable eyes which can carry on human-like movement
while touching the environment positively. Under such situ-
ations, the humanoid movement and sight direction is often
limited by narrow space or other environment fixations, such
as the car driver being restricted by the seat belt.

In this study, we developed a movable binocular high-
resolution eye-camera unit in Fig. 1, which is small enough to
be installed in the head of the humanoid robot “Kengoro” [1],
and system to change input images according to an envi-
ronment. This unit contains cameras, actuators, and motor
control boards and we can use movable eye only this single
unit. A small high-resolution auto-focus camera is used for
this eye-camera unit. In addition, to adjust image to necessity
image, we developed the control system of recognition area
to change the direction of sight, the size of input images and
the resolution. We installed the developed eye-camera unit in
the musculoskeletal humanoid Kengoro and achieved looking
around motion as a movement of changing input images as
needed.

As important comparison points of the looking around
motion, we emphasize the wide range of the field of view and
quick shift of the sight direction. Both of these are improved
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by the movable eye unit, which enables quick eye movement,
faster and more flexible than the neck movement.

In section I, we explained the background and problems of
the recognition system for humanoid robots compared with
that of the human and the importance of the looking around
motion. In section II, we explain the design of the eye-camera
unit that we developed. In section III, we explain the control
method of the recognition area. In section IV, we explain
the evaluation of the developed eye-camera unit and control
method of the control area. In section V, we explain the
experiments of the looking around motion by Kengoro. In
section VI, we state the conclusion of this study and future
works.

II. THREE DEGREES OF FREEDOM OF MOVABLE
BINOCULAR EYE-CAMERA UNIT

A. Overview

Fig. 2: Overview of eye-camera unit.

The newly developed movable binocular eye-camera unit
is shown in Fig. 2. This unit is small enough to be contained
in the humanoid head. Both eyes have common tilt axis
and separated pan axis, allowing the sight to be changed in
various directions. High-resolution and auto-focus cameras
are used for the eye-cameras. By using such high-resolution
cameras, it is possible to get images which are big enough to
process even with cropped images. In addition, the changing-
focus function makes it possible to focus again after moving
sight direction and changing the fixation point.

B. Imitation of Degrees of Freedom of The Human Eye
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Fig. 3: The arrangement of camera and motor in unit.

TABLE I: The mechanical parameters of eye unit.

axis Min [deg] Max [deg] resolution [deg]
tilt -20 (downstream) 6 (upstream) 0.15

pan (both side) -22 (abduction) 21 (abduction) 0.15

Human eyes have six muscles and corresponding DOF,
allowing us to change the sight direction upstream, down-
stream, right side and left side. That DOF is used for

recognition of environments in several ways. For example,
we can recognize the position of objects by using binocular
convergence. This is a movement of looking at one position
using both eyes and occurs mainly when looking to a nearby
point. When humans recognize the environment, information
regarding the horizontal position of an object tends to be
more important than the vertical position since we live on
flat land. This is thought to be one reason for many animals,
including humans, to have two eyes side by side. Those eyes
move together changing sight direction upstream or down-
stream, and move independently changing sight direction
right side or left side. To imitate human eye DOF, we need
twelve actuators for driving tendon. However, it is difficult to
imitate those many eye DOF since the size of the humanoid
head is small. So we designed this eye-camera unit which
has common tilt axis and separated pan axis for both eyes.
Exploded view of the movable binocular eye-camera unit is
shown in Fig. 3. This unit is composed of 4 links. Base link
is fixed to the humanoid head and motor driver circuits are
fixed to base-link. Carrier link is connected to base link via
tilt axis and right single eye unit and left single eye unit
are connected to carrier link via independent pan axis. Each
axes are driven by EC brushless motor and rotate angle is
measured by hall sensor of motor. The movable range of the
eye-camera unit which is developed in this research and the
resolution of measuring rotate angle are shown in Table I.

C. Selection of Camera

We used DFK-AFUJ003 camera and low-distortion
megapixel mini-lens set (ImagingSource Inc.), which is
shown in Fig. 4 for each eye in the movable binocular eye-
camera unit. Main spec is shown in Table II.

Fig. 4: The appearance of camera-lens set.

TABLE II: DFK-AFUJ003 & TBN 5.4C mini lens

size [mm] 35 × 35 × 40
sensor size [size, mm×mm] 1/2.3 inch (6.2 × 4.2)

resolution [pixel], 3872 × 2764, 7
frame rate [FPS] 1920 × 1080, 30

640 × 480, 90
focus auto-focus & changeable

focus length [mm] 5.4
lens low distortion mini lens

MAX horizontal FOV [deg] 57.29◦
MAX vertical FOV [deg] 44.33◦

shutter rolling shutter

We selected this camera and lens set for the following
three reasons:

1) It has a high-resolution image sensor.
2) It can change the lens position.
3) The size of the camera is small.
At first, we can get the 3872 × 2764 pixel image for

57.29◦ horizontal field of view (FOV) and 44.33◦ vertical
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FOV by using this high-resolution single camera. We can
enlarge FOV using a wide-angle lens, but an image is
distorted and resolution becomes low in the rid of the image.
So, we used a low-distortion lens to get a less-distorted and
high-resolution image in this research.

Next, the function of changing the lens position can be
used to focus again after moving the sight direction. Since
sight direction changes frequently, the distance between the
point of fixation and the eye-camera unit changes, being
necessary to focus again to make the image on the image
sensor of the camera. Thus, we selected this camera to
change the position of a focal point during robot motion
according to embedded auto-focus function or control signal
from a user and made it possible to get clear input image
even when sight direction is changing.

Finally, small camera size is important for reducing the
eye ball unit size and with that enlarging the movable range
of the eye-camera. This camera is used because it has high-
resolution, adjustable focus and lens position, and its size is
extremely small (35mm× 35mm× 40mm).

III. CONTROL OF RECOGNITION AREA

In this research, we control the recognition area to recog-
nize environments selectively by changing the input image
from the camera for looking around motion. This is done by
performing the control of modulating camera sight direction,
range of vision and resolution, according to an input of the
robot pose and visual information from the environment.

A. Overview of Control System of Recognition Area

Overview of the control system of recognition area is
shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5: Control system of recognition area.
At first, raw input image from environment is processed

in a module called “Image Generator” (IG). The raw image
is then cropped and the resolution of the image is changed
in this module.

Next, the cropped image with modified resolution is then
processed in “Image Processor” (IP) module with an existing
image processing filter or detectors such as a color filter
or detector using DNN. In “Motion Planner” (MP) module,
many commands to several modules are generated according
to an input of image processed result from the IP module
and input of robot pose. For example, command of joint
angle for “Musculoskeletal Controller” (MC) module which
controls the whole robot body, command of sight direction

angle and position of the lens for “Eye Controller” (EC)
which controls the eye-camera unit and command of image
crop size and resolution for IG module are generated in this
module. Control system of recognition area is composed of
the above modules. This system also has a feedback loop
consisted of image-processing, driving sight direction and
changing input image size and/or resolution.

B. Modifying Range of Vision (Image Generator: IG)
In this module, we imitated modifying the range of vision

by cropping and modifying the resolution of the image
using software. This function is implemented by image-proc
package using ROS and we can use this function dynamically
during robot motion.

C. Processing Input Image (Image Processor: IP)
This module is separated into two sections, an image

processing section and interpreting the processed result
section. Image processing section is composed of existing
image processing filter or detector such as the color filter or
segmentation detector using DNN and the processed image is
sent to interpreting processed result section. Interpreting the
processed result section has a function such as calculating
the center of recognized object or ratio of specific object
image area in the input image and those calculated values
are inputted in MP.

D. Decision of Motion and Several Commands for Other
Modules (Motion Planner: MP)

Motion Planner module is the most upper layer module
generating commands for several modules (IG, EC, MC)
from an input of IP module result or robot body pose.

E. Body Control Interface Module (Musculoskeletal Con-
troller: MC, Eye Controller: EC)

These two modules are used for an interface of moving
real robot body. MC module receives command of a joint
angle from Motion Planner and controls the body by ad-
justing the wire (tendon) length based on an internal robot
model. Those commands are passed to downstream layer
module controlling the real robot in wire length level. EC
module, which receives commands of sight direction angle
and position of the lens, generates commands of a servo
control for the eye-camera unit DOF to drive the motor and
commands regarding the lens position for the camera. We
can control the position of the lens by using the camera
embedded auto-focus function or manual signals from users.

F. Explanation of Controllers
In this section, there are descriptions about controllers

which are composed of IP module and MP module which
accords to several tasks using control of recognition area
method.

1) Normal Controller: This controller is implemented in
MP module and interface of making commands for IG mod-
ule and EC module and MC module from values predefined
by the user. This controller enables switching sight direction,
range and resolution of an image according to the state of
the task.
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2) Object Tracking Controller: This controller generates
commands of sight joint angle for the EC module from
results of object position in the input image in the IP module,
being able to track the recognized object. Red ball, AR-
marker or other objects can be used as objects to be tracked
in this research. In the IP module, hsv-color-filter or ar-
track-alvar ROS packages are used for image processing
and calculation of the center of the recognized object. Those
center positions are then used as a fixation point and sight
direction is controlled to reconcile the fixation point with
the center of the range of vision. This tracking system
is controlled by P control, which is the simplest control
scheme. When the fixation point coordinate is (xr, yr) in
right camera-coordinate system and (xl, yl) in left camera
coordinate system, both having input image size of width×
height, we define target convergence position height as
(xref , yref ) = (width

2 , height
2 ) and P control gain vector

which converts position difference into the joint angle as
Kθ. Controlling equation is showed below.

r = (xrref , xlref , yref ) (1)

y = (xr, xl,
yr + yl

2
) (2)

Kθ = (kθxr , kθxl
, kθy) (3)

θ = Kθ(r − y) (4)

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, the evaluation of the movable binocular
eye-camera unit and of the control system of the recognition
area is shown.

A. Checking Field of View Range

only neck DOF neck + eye DOF

field of 

view

robot

Fig. 6: Difference of field of view using the neck and eye
DOF.

Experiments were performed to check the field of view
range was checked with both neck only and neck + eye DOF
using Normal Controller. We simulated the field of view
range on robot model using FOV calculated from camera
spec and DOF of eye and neck. In this simulation, we made
the field-of-view range visible by displaying blue dots 1 m
away from the center of eyes. Comparison of a field of view
range is shown in Fig. 6 between using only the neck DOF
and using both the neck and eye DOF. Since tendon driven

humanoid Kengoro’s neck has multiple movable member-
sand wide movable range, it has wide field-of-view range.
The additional eye DOF furtherly widens the field of view
range and enables to look at the abdominal region, the side
of the body and the back of the body. In an experiment,
we checked the difference of FOV range between using eye
DOF and not using it when looking downward. When using
only the neck DOF, we could only look the tips of robot
toes. However, using the eye DOF enabled to look regions
closer to the robot trunk, such as the abdominal region.

B. Measurement of Moving Speed
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Fig. 7: The joint angle follow-up ability of eye-camera unit
(tilt right-pan left-pan).

To test the joint angle follow-up ability of the eye-camera
unit, we measured the moving angular speed of the unit
using Normal Controller. The graph of Fig. 7 shows the joint
angle follow-up ability of eye-camera unit from a step-like
signal input of sight direction according to common tilt axis
and right and left pan axis. Since only one motor drives
common tilt axis and two motors drives separated pan axes
of a binocular eye, we expected that joint angle follow-up
ability of pan axis is better than that of tilt axis. Contrary
to expectations, the angular velocity was about 300 [deg/s]
for all axes and there was no difference between axes. In
comparison, it has been observed that human eyes can move
with angular speed of 440 [deg/sec] [7]. The developed eye-
camera unit does not move as fast as the human eyes, but it
can reach reasonable speed.

C. Fixation

In this experiment, at first the low-resolution input image
of the entire field of view is segmented and then used to de-
cide the fixation point. In the next experiment, sight direction
is moved toward the fixation point and robot segments high-
resolution input image of the cropped field around fixation
point again. Kengoro changes sight direction and range of
the field of view using the Normal Controller and the Object
Tracking Controller. We used pspnet by Zhao [8] learned
using cityscapes data sets as a detector of segmentation for
calculation of the center of the area which is segmented as a
person. The size and resolution of the image are defined by
the user in a former experiment. The result of this experiment
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Fig. 8: Segmentation results of fixation experiment.

is shown in Fig. 8. In the left result, a tripod hanging a
jacket was segmented as a person in a low-resolution image
at first, but it was segmented not as a person after high-
resolution image of fixation. In the right result, a real person
was segmented as a person in both low-resolution image at
first and in high-resolution image after fixation. This result
shows fixation makes it possible to correct the identification
error of unknown objects and change the sight direction,
input image size and resolution accordingly.

D. Faraway detection

person detection (300×300[pixel] yolov3)

13 [m] 27 [m] 72 [m]

Fig. 9: Detection results of faraway segmentation.

We carried faraway detection to evaluation the perfor-
mance of the high-resolution camera. Experiment results are
shown in Fig. 9.

In this evaluation, we cropped an image from 3872 × 2764
pixel to 300 × 300 pixel to fixate and detected person in a
small sized image using yolo v3 as a detector of person [9].
We focused on a distant place using camera embedded auto-
focus function. With the above, we succeeded on detecting a
person who is at a distance of about 72[m] from the camera.
In this result, a cropped image has 300 × 300 pixel, but it
is indistinct image since we could not focus for that range.
So we can guess it is necessary to focus on minutely when
fixating on a distant place using the processing result of a
cropped image like contrast or edge of an image.

V. EXPERIMENT

TABLE III: Conditions of looking around, starting driving
and stopping experiment.

image size [pixel] field of view [deg]
640 × 360 56.9 × 35.3

In this section, experiment using both eye-camera DOF
and the control system of recognition area for looking around
motion is shown. A small electric vehicle was stopped on
the roller which enabled the wheel of that rotating freely
inside of the room and we took musculoskeletal humanoid
Kengoro in that and Kengoro looked around the vehicle. We
used open-pose by Cao [10] as a detector of person. The
image from the left eye camera was used as an input image.
The conditions of this experiment are shown in Table III.

A. Quick Sight Changing Experiment

only neck DOF

only eye DOF

person is detected (0 [s]) finish moving neck (1.3 [s])

person is detected (0 [s]) finish moving eye (0.7 [s])

Fig. 10: The result of sight changing experiment.
In this experiment, we compared the time of movement

of changing sight between that using neck DOF and that
using eye DOF. Kengoro changed sight direction toward
side mirror in the edge of sight when the person is detected
in sight and we measured the time of that movement. The
movement using only neck DOF took 1.3[sec] and that using
the only eye DOF took 0.7[sec]. As it is shown in Fig.
10, using the DOF of eye enabled quick change of sight
direction. Since the moment of inertia of robot head is bigger
than that of a small eye, this result does not contradict.

B. Looking Around Driving Experiment

:person isn’t detected :person is detected

START

1.front side

check state

2.right side 

check state
3.left side 

check state

4.right mirror 

check state

5.left mirror 

check state
6.second front  

check state

7.driving state

person is 

detected

Fig. 11: The sequence of looking around detection.
We carried a driving experiment as one application of

looking around motion. Kengoro sitting in the vehicle
changed sight direction depending on the presence of a
person in the sight. If there is no person during last sight
direction, Kengoro finishes safety check around the vehicle,
steps the accel pedal and the driving wheel starts rotating.
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Fig. 12: The result of looking around detection.

If a person is detected while driving, for instance when
someone rushes out in front of the vehicle, Kengoro steps
the brake pedal and stops the car. In this experiment, we set
the image resolution to low for fast recognition, and set the
sight direction for checking broad area as the control system
of the recognition area. The sequence of this experiment is
shown in Fig. 11. We defined five sight directions, front side,
right side, left side, right mirror, left mirror. The result of this
experiment is shown in Fig. 12.

The experiment started with detecting the person in front
of the vehicle 1⃝ and Kengoro started looking around motion
after the person left 2⃝. Next, Kengoro detected person in
right side 3⃝ and moving small person in left mirror 6⃝
with quick sight change and started looking around motion
again from the beginning. Finally, Kengoro finished safety
check and started driving 7⃝, detected rushing out person
8⃝, slammed the brakes on and the driving wheel stopped
9⃝. In this experiment, we achieved a wide horizontal range

of sight on the right and left side of the vehicle, quick
sight change using only eye DOF and recognition of the
person in all sight direction. From this result, we showed
movable binocular eye-camera unit and the control system of
recognition area enabled human-like recognition with a wide
range recognizable area and quick sight direction changing.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we developed the movable binocular eye-
camera unit, which is small enough to be installed in the
humanoid head, and the system to change the input image
according to the environment. In addition, we achieved the
looking around motion to adjust input image using that
camera unit and control system.

We proposed three characteristics of developing the eye-
camera unit and the control system of the recognition area.

• Small sized so that can be installed in the humanoid
head

• Image with enough range of view and recognition and
adjustable focus

• An integrated system of image processing and eye
moving

The movable eye widened the range of the field of view
and made it possible to look areas that could not be seen

with only the neck, such as the abdominal region. By using
the eye DOF, the range of the field of view was widened
even during driving task, where body movement is limited
by the seat belt. In addition, Kengoro achieved using side
mirror for checking person presence in the looking around
motion during driving.

In future works, there are two problems in order to
improve this system. First, it is necessary to widen the
movable range of eyes by using another actuating method
such as a tendon-driven method. In this study, a movable
range of eye is narrow compared with human eye due to
intervention between eye carrier link and robot mask. To
drive eye using tendon, intervention between eye carrier link
and robot mask may decrease since tendon wire is slim and
flexible.

Second, an invention of original three-dimensional recon-
struction software is needed for this movable eye unit. In this
research, we could not use ordinary reconstruction software,
such as stereo matching, since the relative posture of the
two camera dynamically changes during eye movement. It
is essential to make new three-dimensional reconstruction
software such as human binocular stereopsis, which uses
images and angles from both eyes as input information from
the environment.
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